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Threnody 

 

1  Symposium 

2  Emmeleia 

3  Threnody Mariupol 

 

Introduction 

 

I have written the music as a memorial to the victims of the destruction of the Donetsk Theater in 

Mariupol, which was devastated by a military airstrike involving two 500kg bombs dropped by 

Russian warplanes on the morning of 16 March 2022. 

 

Paul Kirby, for BBC News, wrote on 24 December 2022, “Civilians had been using the building as a 

refuge from the siege and a large sign spelling "children" had been daubed in Russian in front of the 

theatre. Some 1,200 people were inside the building when the bombs struck. Ukrainian authorities 

believe 300 people were killed but an AP investigation said the number was closer to 600. Many of 

the bodies were found in the basement.” 

 

A spokesperson for the Mariupol City Council wrote the following on March 25 2022, “The Drama 

Theater in the heart of Mariupol has always been the hallmark of the city. A place of meetings, 

dates, a point of reference. ... Now there is no more drama. In its place, a new point of pain for 

Mariupol residents has appeared, the ruins that had become the last refuge for hundreds of 

innocent people. ... We can restore buildings, but we will never get friends, neighbours, relatives and 

loved ones back. Blessed memory of all the innocent victims." (t.me/mariupolrada/8999) 

 

Throughout the spring of 2022, many refugees fled the war in Ukraine into Europe. For a period of 

several weeks, I met a different family every day to see how our school community could help. And 

for weeks and months afterwards I listened to and talked with the mothers of these families and in 

particular with the children about their experiences, and their thoughts and feelings. It was in this 

context that I have written the music. 

 

The first movement establishes the Symposium, the context for dialogue with an audience as 

regards the tribute. The second movement acts as a formal dance providing a pretext to the 

solemnities. The third and final movement is the commemorative event, the memorial to the victims 

of the tragedy. 
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Biography 

 

Philip Armstrong was born in England in 1961. He is a graduate of the Royal Academy of Music in 

London where he studied composition with James Illiff and electronic music with Paul Patterson. 

After winning the prestigious Manson Prize for composition, he received a scholarship to study for a 

Master’s degree in music composition at the University of California, Santa Barbara with Peter 

Racine Fricker and computer music with JoAnn Kuchera Morin.  

Philip Armstrong has worked in international schools around the world for over thirty years and has 

been Director at Thuringia International School in Weimar, Germany since 2013. 

 

Orchestra 

 

1 piccolo  

2 flutes 

2 oboes  

1 cor anglais (F) 

2 clarinets (Bb) 

1 bass clarinet (Bb)  

2 bassoons 

1 contra bassoon 

 

4 horns (F) 

3 trumpets (C) 

2 tenor trombones 

1 bass trombone 

1 tuba 

 

1 timpani (5) 

1 percussion: tam-tam, large bass drum, large suspended cymbal, sizzle cymbal, snare drum, triangle 

1 harp 

 

strings 

 

 

Composed: 2022 

Duration: about 24 minutes 

The score is written in C, with standard octave transpositions 
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